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Geographic space is above all relational space and social

development or citizenship education: GeoConnexion,

space. Conversely, we have all suffered lately in these

GeoTech Center, Saudi Geographical Society, GISTAM,

times of global pandemic just the opposite: lockdowns,

European Values Study, Open Data Charter, Council for

confinements, travel restrictions, etc. Thus, limitations

European Studies and the Sustainable Development

to social relations have been, above all, restrictions on

Solutions Network.

space, movement, circulation and physical, personal and
A VERY SUCCESSFUL 2020,

2020 has been a historical year because of Covid-19 global pandemic. It owes

social interaction. To some extent we can define new

If in 2019 EUROGEO was granted eight new funded

DESPITE A DIFFICULT YEAR

its name to the previous year (2019), because the first outbreak was detect-

geographies of confinement, where physical space has

projects, in 2020 the European Commission has selected

ed in Wuhan, Hubei, China, during the last weeks of 2019. But 2020 will go

been replaced by virtual space. New geographies based

for funding seven more: EAT, Digi-Path, Smart Village,

down to history as the year when 85 million people worldwide (but 24 in Eu-

on digital interaction have arisen new ways of communi-

Balance, Ride and Smile, BioMaps, and particularly Geo-

rope) were infected by SARS Coronavrirus 2, of which almost 2 million deaths

cation and new outcomes of geographical research.

Dem, a Jean Monnet support award to European associ-

worldwide and more than half a million in Europe. In 2021 the impact of the

ations and specifically to continue the work of EUROGEO

global pandemic still continues, but massive vaccination programmes should

In this manner, EUROGEO has reinforced their existing

on Geography, democracy, European citizenship and the

provide hope for a return to normal lives. The good news for EUROGEO is that

partnerships with other geographical institutions like

digital age. This means that in 2020 EUROGEO is in-

no Board or active member of the Association has been deeply infected or

IGU, AAG, SEAGA, EGEA, NAHF, ESRI and European

volved in about 20 international projects with approxi-

impacted by the disease, although we have found out that some geographers

organisations like the Anna Lindh Foundation, D-Learn

mately one hundred institutions including Universities,

have sadly passed away. Therefore, I would like to honour their memory be-

or the European Alliance for Social Sciences and Human-

local administration, schools, foundations, companies,

cause their contribution to geography as a science or a profession.

ities. Besides this, EUROGEO has increased its activity at

NGOs and other associations based in almost all the Eu-

the Council of Europe, at the United Nations and with its

ropean countries. In this way, EUROGEO is recognised as

Springer Book Series. But in 2020, EUROGEO has cre-

a top accredited institution in Europe, capable to dissem-

ated new partnerships with eight organisations, which

inate the value of geography in many places and forums

shows the strength and reputation of our association in

across the continent and abroad.

the fields of geography, spatial technologies, sustainable

/2020

/2020

In the spotlight.

In the spotlight.

New EUROGEO projects

EUROGEO at United Nations
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Other initiatives, in which EUROGEO is involved, will fol-

During 2020, EUROGEO Board members have regularly

low up with the ambition expressed at our Statutes, to

met online, as well as at the EUROGEO Annual meeting.

advance the status of Geography. So, EUROGEO has sub-

However, the EUROGEO 2020 Conference, foreseen to

mitted in 2020 new proposals to the Erasmus+ KA 226

take place in Madrid, was postponed due to Covid trav-

Call, Partnerships for Digital Education Readiness (for

el restrictions to 2021. I want to express my gratitude

times post-Covid times), and EUROGEO is participating

and understanding for all the Conference attendees, who

in the project Quality Education for All due to our geogra-

transferred their registration and abstracts one year. De-

GEOGRAPHY PROVIDES

I am a Geographer for the last 50 years, yet I cannot get used to people de-

phy curricular expertise, in the framework of the European

spite the impact of the pandemic, the Geo Decade Confer-

ANSWERS OF HOW ASPECTS

scribing geography as maps, capitals, rivers, and so forth. While these things

Union - Council of Europe Horizontal Facility for Western

ence 2020, organised collaboratively with our colleagues

OF DIFFERENT SCIENCES ARE

are definitely a part of our discipline, there is far more complexity and rigor

Balkans and Turkey.

in Bulgaria, was a great success.

INTERCONNECTED AND ARE

than memorization or recollections of elementary facts. So, it should not be a

FORMING SPATIAL PATTERNS

surprise that in a paper I have written I have strenuously justified the import-

AND PROCESSES.

ant role that the discipline of geography can play in the fight against the virus

European Journal of Geography

In other words, EUROGEO’s voice in 2020 is even stron-

All these results encourage us to continue working for

ger than before: the EUROGEO Book Series is indexed

EUROGEO and to achieve even greater awareness of the

SARS-CoV-2, which causes the Coronavirus disease (Covid-19) that concerns

at Web of Science, the GI Learner project (in which EU-

geographic space in the future. This is our main task for

all the inhabitants of our planet. The reason, which supports my position and

ROGEO was an active partner) has been awarded as a

2021, a year when we will be collaborating to the IGU

strong belief, is that Geography, by its nature, connects the physical, human

success story by the European Commission, EUROGEO

2022 Centennial Conference preparations, a year when

and technological sciences and enhances approaches to problem solving. It

has chaired the Council of Europe NGO conference We-

we will be remembering 2020 as a productive year for

provides answers to how aspects of these sciences are interconnected and

binar on the theme What lessons from Covid-19 should

EUROGEO, and a year when we fervently wish that global

are forming spatial patterns and processes that certainly impact on resolving

be taken for the topic of education and the digital era?,

pandemic will be over.

such issues as the Covid-19 pandemic. Here are some of these contributions.

and EUROGEO has collaborated in the writing, but later
endorsed the UN Habitat /HPF Statement on COVID-19
Pandemic in urban and territorial systems.

Geographic concepts and tools have been and will continue contributing in
Rafael de Miguel González, President

the universal effort to face Covid-19. The Johns Hopkins University maintains
an excellent Coronavirus tracking website, using Geographic Information Systems. ESRI, a provider of GIS resources, provides a compelling and useful coronavirus tutorial, while the website of the Royal Geographic Society in the UK
presents several interesting research publications on Coronavirus.
Given that the publication of the European Journal of Geography by serving the
goals of EUROGEO concentrates on the following objectives:

• Communicate Geographic information.
• Validate the quality of Geographic research.
• Build a valid collective Geographic knowledge base.
• Promote the work of the Geographic community.

It has not only a duty but an opportunity to publish research that communicates, validates, builds and promotes geographic knowledge that addresses
issues related to Covid-19.
Therefore, I would like to challenge all our Geography colleagues who plan
to publish Covid-19 research that our journal is open to receive and evaluate
such articles. The editorial team of EJG, paraphrasing Hagstrom’s principle,

8
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are ready, willing and able to reward the recognition and

their original research articles, reviews, brief reports, case

acknowledgment to all authors that produce scientific

studies, rapid communications, and letters to the editor,

publications on covid-19 as their gift towards fighting this

which will improve not only EJG’s role, but mainly advance

pandemic.

geographic knowledge.

Another reason that I have written about Covid-19 in this

Second, the redesign of the EJG website by being more

report is that it has impacted on the publication of EJG.

fashionable and functional with several new Web pag-

With the National Technical University of Athens, which

es and the redesign of the older ones provides EJG users

houses the EJG editorial team, and SCOPUS that prac-

with ﬂexible and useful options.

AUTHORS BY COUNTRY CHART

ISSUES AND ARTICLES PER YEAR OF PUBLICATION

tically determines the ﬂow of the journal’s publication,
operating under unusual and difficult conditions this has

Third, EJG’s digital transformation has helped improve the

been a trying year for our journal. Yet, EJG has been fol-

fulfilment of EUROGEO’s goals. Indeed, during the year

lowing the path that has been established a decade ago

2020 EJG’s output, which was limited to three issues due

has worked diligently in 2020 towards achieving the goals

to Covid-19 limitations, continued the trend established

it has set to accomplish. More specifically:

the previous years by analogically including: authors from
more countries, writing about a greater variety of subjects

First, EJG’s publication indices, including its impact factor,

and representing a greater variety and spatial distribution

have been constantly improving as a result of our jour-

institutions (see figures).

nal research readers valuable contributions and the hard
work of the editorial team (see figure). Given this opportu-

Kostis Koutsopoulos, Vice-President &

nity I would like to invite all EUROGEO members to submit

EJG Chief Editor
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AUTHORS BY COUNTRY MAP
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World Urban Forum
A few weeks after the 10th World Urban Forum, the

is in support of the Campaign “Take Action with Us in

world changed dramatically because of the Covid-19 Cri-

Cities and Communities” and the UN-Habitat Covid-19

sis. A little later, in May 2020, the Habitat Professionals

Response Plan working to assist cities, regional and na-

Forum agreed a Statement on the COVID-19 Pandemic.

tional governments in built environment resilience.

The Habitat Professionals Forum (HPF) is an inter-disciplinary partnership of Human Settlement Professionals and UN HABITAT. EUROGEO is full member of HPF
since Habitat III (2016). The Habitat Professionals Forum
stands for advocacy and knowledge exchange, raising
awareness, solidarity and support among professionals
STATEMENT ON

On 8-13 February 2020, EUROGEO attended the 10th World Urban Forum

in this difficult time, and it is deeply concerned by the

COVID-19

in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. This was the last meeting in normal cir-

growing impacts and unintended social and economic

cumstances before the extension of the Covid-19 pandemic. World Urban Fo-

consequences of COVID-19 pandemic crisis, which has

rum is the world’s premier conference on urban issues, held every two years

revealed the fragility of urban and territorial systems and

and organised by UN-Habitat. In this session, a key topic for deliberation was

of our capacity for their management. This Statement

Cities of Opportunities: Connecting Culture and Innovation, in support of the
implementation of the New Urban Agenda as an accelerator to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals. At this Conference, the UN-Habitat Strategic
Plan for the period 2020–2025 was presented. This is crafted around four mutually reinforcing goals or “domains of change”, namely

(i) reduced spatial inequality and poverty in communities across the urban–rural continuum;
(ii) enhanced shared prosperity of cities and regions;
(iii) strengthened climate action and improved urban environment; and
(iv) effective urban crisis prevention and response.

The EUROGEO representative at UN-Habitat, Rafael de Miguel, was a distinguished panellist in a session of Professional Organisations tasked to discuss
these four domains of change, but also to act as rapporteur for the second one,
and co-author for the session report, thus contributing to the final document of
the World Urban Forum called “Abu Dhabi Declared Actions”.

Rafael de Miguel González, President
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Financial Report & Membership

EXPENSES (in EUR)
Project costs
Financial costs
Admin, insurance & accounts
Website (hosting) & newsletter
Other costs

Positive balance

THE TURNOVER IN 2020

Geo Decade (2020-2030)

REVENUES (in EUR)
199.029,76 Membership
227,13 Subsidies
5.784,06 Congress & Courses
13.574,19 Projects

2.335,00
35.000,00
13.330,00
295.669,74

1.853,51 Trainings

0,00

Financial profit
Total expenses

13
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220.468,65 Total income

0,00
346.334,74

126.941,09

INITIATIVE PLANNED TO OUTLINE

The International Geographic Conference was held online at the University of

THE SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF

Sofia (Bulgaria) on 24-26 November 2020, it was co-organised by Bulgarian

The money turnover in 2020 is again very high. These bigger numbers are due

GEOGRAPHY AND TO OPTIMIZE

Geographical Society, the Faculty of Geology and Geography, Sofia University

to the fact that we are involved in 16 projects (some of them finished in 2020,

THE APPROACH OF GEOGRAPHIC

and EUROGEO. With more than 100 attendees and 75 paper presentations it

other project just started, one of them - D3 – is coordinated by us). Like always

SCIENCE TO SCHOOL AND TO

was one of the first international geographical conferences in the world to take

the biggest part of the income by the projects is to be spent on paying staff

UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

place during lockdown and confinement resulting from the global pandemic.

costs for the projects & transferring the prefinancings to the partners of the

Many EUROGEO members participated in the Conference, and particularly

D3 project. We also got a grand from the Jean Monnet project, being 35.000

at a Special Session on “Teaching and Education in Geography”, chaired by

EUR. Due to covid-19 none of the planned transnational project meetings for

Eugenia Sarafova and hosted by Kaloyan Tsvetkov, where some of the Euro-

the projects could take place, leaving temporarily more money in our accounts.

pean projects run by EUROGEO were presented, including the latest updates

Also, due covid-19 the planned conference in Madrid was postponed for one

about the following projects outcomes: D3- Developing Digital Data Literacy,

year. As a result we had to refund the participation fee to many participants,

GI-Learner & GI-Pedagogy, GeoCapabilities, MyGEO, YouthMetre, E-Value,

and as such had less income from memberships. The remaining part of the

and Geo-Dem. The latest book published as part of the EUROGEO-Springer

congress income is as a rather big number transposed their conference fee to

Series “Places of memory and legacies – in an age of insecurities and global-

2021, and thus also were member in 2020.

ization” was also presented and discussed.

The financial year ended with a positive balance of 126.941,09 EUR.
Rafael de Miguel González, President
Luc Zwartjes, Vice-President and Treasurer
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Young Geographers in Eurogeo

Group photo EGEA, Śnieżnik Mountains - Czech Republic

EGEA IS A LONG-TERM PARTNER

For young geographers 2020 was a very strange year as it was for all of us.

And during the lockdown several meetings were organized online. The first

OF EUROGEO.

But especially for students often living in small rooms the lockdown in Europe

one was in the beginning of the pandemic to discuss the situation in the differ-

probably had a serious effect on their well-being and the quality of their studies.

ent countries. This meeting turned out to be a success and more online meet-

EGEA is the European Association for geography students and young geog-

ing were planned, about careers opportunities, the alumni organization itself

raphers. It is a long-term partner of EUROGEO. It shares the same passion for

and also with online pub quizzes.

geography with a European focus. Like EUROGEO, EGEA regularly organises

EUROGEO’s connection with young geographers is not only substantiated by

congresses. This year EGEA planned one large Annual Congress, and four re-

the networks of EGEA. Many young researchers and PhD students find their

gional congresses in different parts of Europe. In addition, local departments

way to EUROGEO congresses. Often it is their first step into the internation-

organize student exchanges, study trips, and other social and scientific events.

al scientific stage. In 2020, EUROGEO also organized activities for possible

All physical congresses in 2020 were cancelled. But some of them went on

future geographers. At a school in the south of the Netherlands EUROGEO

online, even with a social program.

representatives talked about the sad situation on camp Moria on Lesbos Island

EGEA also has an alumni foundation and EUROGEO played an active role in

in Greece. We set up a live connection with Lesbos with our project partners

the start of this foundation in 2015. In 2020 EGEA alumni also had to cancel

from Refocus Medialabs. The students were able to talk to young refugees/

their planned annual event but nonetheless made great progress as an orga-

filmmakers on the island. It made a big impression on them.

nization. New board members joined from different age groups and countries.
Gert Ruepert, Vice-President
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NGOs of the Council of Europe
evening free seats for all were arranged in the local The

ference. Thank you Karl! From January 2021 EUROGEO

Hague cinema for a Movies That Matter opening night of

Vice President Harry Rogge will become EUROGEO’s

“Mai Khôi and The Dissidents” focusing on Vietnam as

“Official Delegate” to the INGO Conference. He has been

part of the “Activist” programming. However, “Covid-19”

more than 10 year experience in the Conference and oth-

blew it all away. All was cancelled and never to return

er EUROGEO Board members will assisting him in Coun-

that year. All what is left for now is the trailer https://

cil of Europe activities.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ORUv6C3PcQ.
Karl Donert & Harry Rogge, Vice-Presidents
By the end of the year in a special online session and by
vote, new “Rules of Procedure” for the INGO Conference
were adopted at an online General Assembly meeting.
In the year 2021 these Rules will be effective as well as
a new Presidium to be elected by April in the same year.
At that moment EUROGEO Vice President Karl Donert
will see his term end. He has decided to step down after
20 years of involvement for EUROGEO at the INGO ConINTERNATIONAL

During 2020 the INGO Conference of the Council of Europe was able to ar-

CONFERENCE OF

range its regular meetings, but only with online participation. Within the Con-

NON-GOVERNMENTAL

ference EUROGEO has played a significant role in the Education and Culture

ORGANIZATIONS

Committee, where Karl Donert has been Vice-Chair since 2016, and in other

OF THE COUNCIL OF

committees, working groups and in the General Assembly meetings. The Digi-

EUROPE

tal Citizen Working Geoup chaired by Karl Donert also presented its resolution
CONF/PLE(2020)RES1: Resolution on access to digital technology in Europe
and the responsibility of member States, which was adopted by delegates on
16 October 2020 (https://rm.coe.int/conf-ple-2020-res1-en-digital-technology/16809feab0). This resolution calls for the 47 Council of Europe Member
States to be mindful of technological developments and to develop policies
that support safe access for all.

In mid-March, as a joint EUROGEO and Dutch INGO Conference members
initiative, at a venue in The Hague, an informal afternoon meeting between
Dutch parliamentarians involved in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg and Dutch INGO delegates was arranged. In the

18
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MY GEO
GEO TOOLS FOR MODERNIZATION

The European Erasmus+ project “Geo Tools for Modernization and Youth Em-

AND YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

ployment (MY GEO)” (2018-1-IT02-KA203-048195) (1-10-2018 to 03-312021) has completed its second year. Companies (Archetipo, GeoSLab, Ars
Progetti, GeoSolutions) and universities (Universiteit Gent, Università di Padova, Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia, Universidad de Zaragoza)
are implementing a GIS portfolio and a set of MOOCs, helped by EUROGEO,
which is monitoring the project. One of the main aims of the project is to use
GIS as a transversal topic for teaching and learning geography to improve students GIS skills in order to allow them to get a better job.
Thus, two MOOCs have been created and launched on the UNED abierta online space. The one for professors offer new ideas and content to help them
increase the use of GIS in their lectures, called “Geo Tools for Teachers” (active
from October to December). The second MOOC is for students, called “Geo

Tools for Employability (Portfolio MYGEO)”, in order to

September 2021. More information about the project

improve their GIS skills to get a better job.

can be seen on its webpage https://www.mygeoproject.

Throughout 2020, the students went from universities

eu/about/.

to companies under an internship project programme in
order to increase their GIS professional skills useful for a
job. Gent students went to work in Archetipo (Padova),
Padova students did their internship online with GeoSLab (Zaragoza), UNED students went to GeoSolutions
(Ghent) and Zaragoza students went to Ars Progetti
(Rome). Participants from all sides (students, universities
and companies) were very satisfied with the experience
and collaboration was strengthen between companies
and universities.
In order to continue with the project and exchange ideas
and experiences, the only way to hold partner meetings
has been online. The project has been extended until

Group photo MY GEO

María Luisa de Lázaro, Vice-President
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Seed Project

SMART VILLAGE

SEED IS THE SMART

SEED is the Smart Entrepreneurial Education and training in Digital farming

The SMART VILLAGE project aims at introducing digital

ENTREPRENEURIAL

Project. The SEED project aims to:

skills and circular economy spirit to senior citizens in 6

EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN

•

increase the employability of young people, by supporting the develop-

European countries. Disadvantaged regions are the focus

ment of a highly skilled, qualified and mobile workforce, also thanks to

of project activities and aims. In a first steps, 50+ per-

transnational placement;

sons are invited to declare their needs in order to become

•

support the development of a joint VET qualification at the EU level;

digitally skilled entrepreneurs in tourism. The project will

•

promote work-based learning, supported by a mobility component.

provide older people with basic entrepreneurial skills to

DIGITAL FARMING PROJECT.

develop their own business in rural areas, based on the
The main outputs from the project will be:

principles of the circular economy and social innovation.

1.

the definition of a qualification profile based on modular units of LOs to

Finally, a pilot training course for the target group will

create a new qualification or to review an already existing qualification;

be offered to interested seniors. EUROGEO is involved

2.

a curriculum in digital farming;

in all project outputs and providing expertise in creating

3.

the elaboration of assessment standards.

a handbook on circular economy and social innovation to
be used for in the pilot training course.

The SEED project will developed a new qualification profile: Advisor in Digital
Farming. The profile is developed starting from existing curricula and defines
a profile transversal to all the professional qualifications identified. The learning outcomes (LOs) and, more specifically units of LOs are identified and validated by the VET Centres participating in the consortium, taking into account
the transversal nature of the subjects involved.
The qualification design is available on the website https://www.digitalseed.
eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/SEED-Del-2.3-Joint-qualifcation-profile-1.
pdf. Developing a joint curriculum in digital farming will focus not only on
digital innovation in the agricultural sector, but also integrate the capability to
embrace new entrepreneurial opportunities in the labour market.
The final step in the project is get this qualification profile accepted in the
different countries, so that I will be organized as a new educational profile in
the future.

For any further information, questions or project ideas, please visit: http://
www.digitalseed.eu/

Luc Zwartjes, Vice-President and Treasurer

Michaela Fally-Lindner, Vice-President
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EVALUE
EVALUE is a European funded project that explores the

This tool allows users to create maps of European values

importance of values to the individual and the concept of

with the possibilities of different map modes for enquiry.

identity, striving for a culture of responsibility and reci-

It also enables graphically displayed values dimensions

procity. The project examines values education (values

to be compared about important contemporary themes

clarification and values communication) and seeks to

such as migration, environment, democracy, solidar-

DEVELOPING TOMORROW’S

L-Cloud: Developing Tomorrow’s Cloud Education Leaders is an Erasmus Plus

support young people in positioning themselves with-

ity and tolerance based on sociological theories. The

CLOUD EDUCATION LEADERS

KA2 school project on leadership. In 2020, the project saw its final year of

in a diversity of opinions while seeking to recognise the

tool also includes the opportunity for students to com-

dedicated activities with EUROGEO members Karl Donert and Harry Rogge.

viewpoints of others. Citizenship and values education is

plete a short survey so that the answers can be used to

L-Cloud has project partners from Spain, Italy, Romania, Greece and Cyprus.

largely neglected in schools, thus the aim of the EVALUE

place and compare oneself within the values dimensions

Athens, Greece end of January saw a last extensive transnational project

project is to provide a tool and resources that will sup-

with diverse respondent groups of the European-wide

meeting combined with an initial course (pilot) to obtain skills and qualify as a

port teachers in dealing with controversial issues in the

surveys.

competent Cloud Computing leader. The training course, tests and details how

curriculum. The project also aims to provide strategies

The Values Atlas will be hopefully be available for testing

to get certified are now obtainable online on the project website (https://ww-

for teachers to develop their own teaching ideas, while

in early 2021 and teacher resources will then be devel-

w.l-cloud.eu/en_US/). The last meeting (see photo) was the last “live” event

using the developed tools in the role of curriculum maker.

oped to support its use. You can visit the Values Atlas at

possible under the pandemic. Because of Covid all other meetings and face-

The first output is an atlas of European Values, this is a

https://www.atlasofeuropeanvalues.eu/.

to-face events were completed online. Next to all the work done there was the

web tool based on the high-quality survey data of the

natural spin off effect of participating in an international project with getting to

European Values Studies and European Social Survey.

know, socializing and collaborating with new members of the European family!

Harry Rogge, Vice-President

Karl Donert, Vice-President
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HUM@N

SYNOPSIS

The HUM@N Project concerns Digital Transformation in

Project partners have undertaken a review of examples

the Humanities subjects taught at universities in Europe.

and developments in Digital Humanities, selecting exist-

The project aims to develop a set of tools and guidelines

ing practices and available tools. This state-of-the-art

addressed to higher education academics and educators

review has been published on the project web site as a

in the ﬁeld of humanities (literature, history, geography,

handbook for interested academics with a series of case

philosophy etc.) with the goal to improve their ICT skills,

studies and a video introduction created.

teaching performance and consequently the attainment

In 2021, the next phase of HUM@N will establish a train-

of their students and motivation.

ing plan will be established for university lecturers and

Even before the COVID -19 pandemic, rapid technologi-

content will be based on the needs of the target group.

cal development has been
transforming the way in which higher education is deliv-

See https://www.digihuman.eu/ to ﬁnd out more.

ered and students participate. More ﬂexibility is needed
to meet the diverse needs of the student population, with
a greater focus on pedagogies that provide support for
learners.

DEVELOPING OUTPUTS TO

SYNOPSIS is an Erasmus Plus project for adult education. It is based in the

SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS IN

cultural heritage domain where storytelling and fundraising skills assume a

BEING ABLE TO CRAFT STORIES

fundamental role in connecting the past to the future and creating narratives

THAT PORTRAY CULTURAL

such that relationships with people can be established, managing to arouse

HERITAGE VALUES TOWARDS

emotions in the public. The project will aim to use tools such as StoryMaps to

INCREASINGLY ATTENTIVE AND

help design new strategies of communication and also to adapt to new media

AWARE PUBLIC.

that can be used in educating people as well as to promote culture and art.
The SYNOPSIS project will thus develop a new professional role in cultural
heritage – the storyteller and fundraiser. Training resources and materials on
Storytelling and Fundraising for Cultural Heritage professionals will be created
to improve the employability of young humanities graduates.

Visit the web site to find out more https://www.cultural-storytelling.eu/

Karl Donert, Vice-President

Karl Donert, Vice-President
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Geographic Knowledge for All

EUROGEO is a partner in the GeoCapabilities 3 European project, coordinated

Powerful disciplinary knowledge (PDK) is fundamental

Geocapabilities is an educational conceptual tool for so-

by University College, London. GeoCapabilities seeks to strengthen the profile

to the GeoCapabilities approach. A vignettes approach

cial justice and seek to examine ways in which this ap-

of the teaching profession by helping geography teachers take on a leadership

has been used as a means of articulating and examining

proach can serve to counter the undermining of teach-

role and responsibility as curriculum makers using powerful disciplinary knowl-

what is meant by ‘powerful knowledge’ in geography.

ers’ curriculum making in schools situated specifically

edge. The project aims to help teachers make powerful knowledge available

These vignettes allow them to devise and trial teaching

in areas of socio-economic deprivation. The project will

for less privileged young people, through such curriculum leadership. GeoCa-

materials as a means of ‘pedagogising’ powerful knowl-

conclude in 2021 by creating a toolkit for teachers and

pabilities is asking whether there is a social justice dimension to Geocapabili-

edge for their students. They have been made available

engaging with teachers and educators through a series

ties?’ and how a Geocapabilities approach can benefit schools in challenging

through the GeoCapabilities Web site at https://www.

of online and hopefully face-to-face events.

socio-economic circumstances toward the goal of ‘powerful knowledge for all’.

geocapabilities.org/geocapabilities-3/.
Karl Donert, Vice-President
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D3 project - Developing Digital
D3 – DEVELOPING DIGITAL DATA

In September 2019 EUROGEO was awarded an Erasmus Plus grant to coordi-

LITERACY RELATES TO THE NEED

nate the Developing Digital Data literacy (D3) project. D3 aims to make use of

FOR INFORMATION LITERACY FOR

the outcomes of the YouthMetre project in schools and actions associated with

ALL CITIZENS IN EUROPE.

the European Digital Framework for citizens (DigiComp) and support innova-

Annual report 2020

Data literacy

tive approaches and digital technologies for teaching and learning in schools.
D3 seeks to promote a digital citizenship educational paradigm, by providing
innovative mechanisms (curricula and engagement structures) resulting in
learning and engagement opportunities to integrate digital technologies and
open data in schools. The goal is to shift the education process in innovative
ways altering the approaches we have catalysed learning that needs to include
digital citizenship.
The first of four outputs, a review of school curricula and qualifications, open
data tools, has been completed and published on the project Web site. The
review relates to the EC Digicomp framework and provides a capacity building
tool by identifying opportunities to integrate open data and digital data tools
into secondary schools and responsive to the “digital data skills” gaps.

Partners have been working on teacher training modules
to support the use of open data in schools and EUROGEO has become a signatory and member of the International Open Data Charter, seeking to enable a world
in which governments collect, share, and use well-governed data, to respond effectively and accountably to
the most pressing social, economic, and environmental
challenges.

Karl Donert, Vice-President
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EUROGEO gets Jean Monet award

The GI Pedagogy project - follow-up of success story GI Learner - is providing

In the scope of initiatives concerning Geography, democ-

teachers with the skills and resources they need to embed Geographic Infor-

racy, European citizenship and the digital age, in 2020

mation Science into their geography teaching. A first research report on digital

EUROGEO has been awarded a prestigious, 3-year Jean

competences, teaching with GIS and approaches to teaching with GIS has

Monnet grant for associations by the European Commis-

been published in 2020. As a result of the review and analysis of findings, a

sion for its long-standing work on geographical educa-

series of recommendations are provided. A teacher professional development

tion and citizenship. Jean Monnet awards support Eu-

course and toolkit of innovative pedagogical approaches to teaching with GIS

ropean associations that contribute to the study of the

are currently being developed. An Open Online Course following the GI Ped-

European integration process. The award will be used to

agogy framework for teaching with GI will be created and tested until 2022.

examine aspects of geography, education and citizenship in the digital age (GeoDem) in Europe and support

Visit the web site to find out more https://www.gilearner.ugent.be/gi-peda-

the professional development of educators, young re-

gogy/

searchers and geo-professions in Europe.

Michaela Fally-Lindner, Vice-President

You can find out more about GeoDem activities from the web:
https://www.eurogeography.eu/projects/geodem/
Follow the project on ResearchGate
https://www.researchgate.net/project/GeoDem-Geography-democracy-European-citizenship-and-the-digital-age

Rafael de Miguel, President and Karl Donert, Vice-President
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New projects in 2020

The GOdIGITAL project recognizes the essential role of digital tools for work
and for employability. This project is leaded by FEUZ (Foudation University of
Zaragoza). The target groups are NEETs, young people Neither in Employment
nor in Education and Training. They are among the most vulnerable groups

EUROGEO has developed great experience and exper-

contributing to the high percentage of young unemployed people, especially

tise in the Erasmus Plus programme of activities. The

aged between 18–30 years old. GOdIGITAL is developing training for young

ﬁnal year of the current EU programme to support edu-

people to tackle the main digital skills gaps in order to be visible in the labour

cation, training, youth and sport was in 2020, concluding

market, to foster self-awareness in terms of digital skills to be competitive in

€14.7 billion of actions. The aim of Erasmus Plus is to

the labour market and to improve career guidance.

contribute to the Europe 2020 strategy for growth, jobs,
social equity and inclusion, as well as the aims of the EU’s

A series of training modules have been developed for testing in 2021. Further

strategic framework for education and training.

project updates can be found on the project Web site https://godigital-project.

During the course of the past 5 years, the range of EU-

eu/.

ROGEO project activities has been increasing and broadening, exempliﬁed in 2020 with a number of grants for

Karl Donert, Vice-President

exciting new projects have been obtained and projects
initiated online.

BALANCE - helping SMEs transform to greener operations, improving their ﬁnancial literacy and enhancing
environmental awareness.

Digi-Path - addressing integration issues of Third-Country Nationals (TCNs) in European countries

EAT – dealing with enhancing Equity, Agency, and Transparency in assessment practices in Higher Education

Ride & Smile – using gamiﬁcation to promote sustainable
urban mobility principles among Primary School pupils
and their use of bicycles

Find out more about EUROGEO project activities on the
Web at https://www.eurogeography.eu/projects/
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Eurogeo Book series with Springer
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Quality of education for all

The partnership between EUROGEO and Springer has sought

“Quality education for all” is an action on education implemented in Bosnia

to publish cutting edge research in geography and disseminate

and Herzegovina within the framework of the second phase of the “European

the most recent geographical knowledge, either in geospatial

Union - Council of Europe Horizontal Facility for Western Balkans and Turkey

technologies, geopolitics or geographical education. The series

(HF)”. The Horizontal Facility supports justice reform, the fight against cor-

has also attracted the attention worldwide, while most of the

ruption and money laundering and combating discrimination and protecting

authors have been Europeans, increasingly contributions from

the rights of vulnerable groups, and covers Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,

distinguished scholars belonging to other continents have been

Montenegro, Republic of North Macedonia, Serbia as well as Kosovo.

also included.
The purpose of the Project is to foster a quality education for all by promoting
In 2020, the EUROGEO book series titled “Key challenges in

inclusion and solutions to address discrimination in the education system and

geography” published the following three book titles: “Smart

in this way contribute to an inclusive, peaceful and democratic society with en-

Geography”, “Frontier Making in the Amazon” and “Places of

gaged citizens in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In particular, it aims to promote the

Memory and Legacies in an Age of Insecurities and Globaliza-

benefits of multi-ethnic and democratic school for quality education through

tion”. This comproses a total of 66 chapters, more than 100 ge-

strengthening capacities of pilot schools to promote democratic school culture.

ographers involved, 1410 pages printed, 1000 downloads and
with quality standards.

EUROGEO was invited through its Council of Europe representative Karl Donert and with Vice President Tijana Ilic to act as an expert organisation for

The best news for the book Series has come from the Web of

the future Geographical education developments in the region. Despite the

Science, as Clarivate Analytics has indexed its books published

Covid pandemic and travel restrictions, a report on the existing situation in

in 2019 into the Book Citatioin Index (BCI), as one of the key

Bosnia and Herzegovina has been presented to the Education Division at the

scientific data bases for Web of Science Core Collection. This

Council of Europe, which analyses existing curricula in each of the regions and

means that EUROGEO books Series at Springer will increase

provides recommendations for future development based on research and the

its impact and dissemination, as well as number of citations and

innovative projects and activities EUROGEO has been involved in. The Council

academic reputation. At the same time, in 2020 new titles are

of Europe capacity building actions in the region will continue working with

in preparation, like “Hidden Geographies” and “Ocean Literacy:

Ministries and 29 pilot schools, to promote the benefits of multi-ethnic and

Understanding the Ocean”.

democratic schools through applying anti-discriminatory approaches based
on Council of Europe standards and practices.

Books proposals for forthcoming titles are welcome. For more
information, call for chapters and guidelines, please visit:
https://www.springer.com/series/15694

Kostis Koutsopoulos, Rafael de Miguel, Daniela Schmeinck,
Book Series Editors

Tijana Ilic, Vice-President
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Focus on Future
REFUGEES ON LESVOS

End of January 2020, Board Members Michaela Lindner-Fally and Harry Rogge were able to make an exploring “work-visit” to Europe’s largest refugee camp at that
moment Moria on Greek Lesvos. A very confronting visit
considering the fact that 20.000 refugees including the
old and very young were living under bitterly difficult circumstances.

IIn April there were six participants enrolled for our popular five days/four

The NGO “Refocus Medialabs” tries to enlighten the cir-

nights promotion field visit to Morocco. This trip has been organized since

cumstances of the young adults with short media-cours-

2017 and takes place in Spring and Fall. Getting to know the all-girls high

es in Film and Photography. In this way supporting an

school and boarding house project of Education for All Morocco is one of the

educational project and giving hope and perspectives in

targets of this challenging trip that involves urban Marrakech, the Agafay Des-

a fundamental hopeless situation. EUROGEO after con-

sert and the High Atlas mountains around Imlil.

necting with Greek partners and several others Europe-

In 2020, the April trip was postponed to October and finally cancelled. It will

an partners in the field of refugees, education and media

probably come back in the Fall of 2021. In that year for the first time EUROGEO

then took the lead in submitting a project proposal with

members and prospect participants from Israel might be involved. Former visa

the name FOCUS on FUTURE, SKILLS and VALUES in

regulations that prohibited participation are now waived since Morocco and

April 2020. The project passed all regulations but was

Israel started diplomatic relations in December 2020.

not funded because the programme ran out of funding.
With the new seven-year EU budget ahead. The FOCUS
on FUTURE Project will see its re-entry in Spring 2021.

Harry Rogge, Vice-President
Michaela Fally-Lindner & Harry Rogge, Vice-Presidents
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EUROGEO Madrid Conference 202021
“Sustainable Development Goals for all“, the EUROGEO 2020 conference to be
held at Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED), has now been
postponed to be held on 22-23 April 2021 online.

María Luisa de Lázaro Torres, President of the Organizer Committee in the
name of EUROGEO Presidium

The EUROGEO Conference will aim to address cross-cutting issues such as:

•

How do geographers respond to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)?

•

How do universities and companies respond?

•

Does the use of technologies and open data help to achieve SDGs?

•

How should we interpret the problems and ecosocial challenges that we
face in the context of Global Change?

•

Is it possible to explore ways of transforming towards the sustainability
of socio-ecological systems, using educational contexts and resources?

•

Conceptual frameworks and strategies that contribute to the construction
of societies in which human welfare and the care of nature are the basis.

•

What research responses can geography give to complex challenges?

•

How should education respond to the needs of society and the world around us?

•

What is geography’s contribution to meeting the sustainable development goals?

Annual report 2020
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